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Second Summer School Ph.D. Program in Economics and Finance Department of Economics University of Verona 
Italy "ANTITRUST FOR NETWORKS" June 22 - June 29, 2007, at Alba di Canazei (Dolomites), Trento - Italy 
Organizing Board: Giam Pietro Cipriani, Emanuele Giovannetti, Diego Lubian SESSIONS 1. Introduction to the new 
empirical IO 2. An introduction to Network Economics 3. Antitrust for networks 4. Antitrust and Innovation (with 
network bias) 5. Antitrust in financial networks (Banking industry, Credit cards) The Lecture will be held by Neal 
Gandal, TelAviv University and CEPR Massimo Motta, European University Institute, Florence, University of 
Bologna, CESifo and CEPR Giancarlo Spagnolo, University of Rome ''Tor Vergata'', SITE - Stockholm School of 
Economics, and CEPR The Summer School is intended for academic, governmental agencies and corporate 
participants. Participants will have the opportunity to discuss their own research ideas in a relaxed and open 
atmosphere. Enrolment will be limited to 35 fellows, all of whom will be in residence. We encourage Ph.D. students to 
submit complete papers or detailed research proposals raising the conceptual and methodological problems they face 
and that they would like to discuss. Registration fees will be 600 ¤ and include accommodation and meals (half-board) 
during the school. Ph.D students are entitled to a 70% discount (fees 180 ¤). Academics are entitled to a 50% discount 
(fees 300 ¤). All participants are asked to stay for the entire duration of the summer school (participants will have to 
cover travel to the conference). The application form should be submitted together with a short CV. A research 
proposal or completed papers (only in pdf format) can also be submitted. All material should be sent, no later than 
May 22, 2007 to: ssef2007@dse.univr.it All applicants will be informed by e-mail about their application results by 
May 31, 2007. Web site: http://dse.univr.it/ssef/ 
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